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Abstract 
The flow of colloidal suspensions through porous media often leads to the deposition of particles inside 

the pores which increases the local hydrodynamic resistance by narrowing the pore space available and 

modifying the flow path of the transported particles.  There is a significant flow decline in the extreme 

case when the entire porous medium becomes clogged. However, there are no experimental studies that 

determine directly the amplitude of this flow decline when compared with the dynamics of the formation 

of the particle deposit. This is mainly due to the great challenge of gaining experimental access to the 

features of the internal structure of the deposit as it grows and thus the ability to determine the flow inside 

it. In this paper, we show that is possible to monitor the flow decline corresponding to the successive 

deposition of colloidal particles inside a constriction/pore, ending by its complete blocking. The variation 

of the flow is determined by the measurement of the velocity of the particles through our channel. Such 

a technique coupled to the precise knowledge of what is deposited inside the pore, thanks to image 

analysis, enables us to determine the different contributions to the flow decline. We also use numerical 

simulations to access the flow inside the porous structure of the deposit as it grows. Together, 

experiments and simulations demonstrate that the obstruction process and the subsequent limited growth 

of the clog, corresponding to a few layers of accumulated particles, have a higher impact on the amplitude 

of the flow decline than the extra growth of the clog. 
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I. Introduction 
 

Most of us have experienced the decline in flow associated with the clogging of kitchen and bathroom 

strainer sinks. As pieces of food, hairs, or other types of small debris are transported by water towards 

the grid that composes the strainer they start to accumulate and the flow rate suddenly decreases. This 

flow decline also occurs in many other situations when suspensions of smaller particles, i.e., colloidal 

particles, flow through porous structure like filters[1], nozzles of inkjet printers  [2], irrigation 

drippers  [3] microfluidic devices [4] , chemical reactors [5,6], soils [7,8] and fractured rocks [9] where 

they can also be coupled to seismic events [10,11]. The permeability reduction of a porous media due to 

particle deposition is highly dependent on the stability and the size of the colloidal suspension and can 

reach three orders of magnitude with nanoparticles [12–14]. However, from these previous works we 

cannot determine the relative contribution to the flow decline at the pore or the particle scales, since the 

pores are interconnected. Indeed, we do not know to what extent the progressive fouling of adjacent pores 

is coupled. In addition, we cannot follow the capture or deposition of colloidal particles over time inside 

these pores in order to monitor the growth of the clog. Microfluidic experiments with transparent model 

porous media, coupled with various imaging techniques, have provided important information on the 

dynamics of the clog formation in such conditions. Some of these experiments helped define for which 

pore geometries [15,19], degree of confinement [4,15–18] and flow [4,15,19] pore clogging occurs, while 

others focused on the geometrical features and size of particles that compose the clog [20–23]. Only a 

few studies have simultaneously monitored the dynamics of clog growth and the variation of the flow 

conditions [4,24]. Sauret et al. performed clogging experiments with a single pore and have determined 

the permeability of a forming clog after it was well developed, knowing the volume of the clog and the 

particle volume fraction, and using the Carman-Kozeny relationship [24]. With their measurements they 

were unable to capture the strong variation of the permeability at the very beginning of the clogging 

process, when the pore cross section is first completely blocked. They supposed that the permeability of 

the clog head is high and does not contribute significantly to the hydrodynamic resistance of clog as it 

grows. Thus, up to now, nobody has measured the flow decline associated with the early moment of the 

clog formation. This partly comes from the fact that such measurements require simultaneous imaging 

of the deposition of particles that compose the forming clog and monitoring of the flow variations inside 

the pore. While the former experimental constraint can be easily meet by using high frame rates [15,18] 

the latter is really challenging since there is no flow sensor accurate and fast enough to measure such 

important brief flow variations at the pore scale. It would be beneficial to perform such measurements to 
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detect the early stage of clog formation as this information may be used to prevent their subsequent 

growth. This is particularly important in industrial filtration operations where the amplitude of the flow 

decline directly impacts the stoppage of the filtration process by giving information about when the filter 

should be cleaned or replaced [25]. 

In this paper we describe the clogging transition in a single pore by imaging the forming clog and tracking 

the colloidal particles transported by the fluid through the pore. This enables us to determine the variation 

of the flow conditions and the nature and type of particles that compose the clog. We consider the 

influence of the confinement and the composition of the colloidal suspensions. We also perform 

numerical simulations of the flow within a forming clog and inside one that has stopped growing to better 

understand the flow variations corresponding to the clogging transition. We show that three consecutive 

phenomena contribute to the flow decline associated with the clogging transition. First, there is a sharp 

flow decline due to the progressive narrowing of the cross section of the pore/channel, up to its complete 

obstruction. The magnitude of this first flow decline increases when the particle size used to construct 

the clog decreases as the mean pore size between the particles is smaller. After this initial obstruction 

event, the subsequent accumulation of a few layers of particles causes the average fluid velocity to 

decrease significantly as some of the remaining preferential flow paths through the clog are progressively 

closed. This closure process forces the fluid to flow on average through narrower pores which increases 

the hydrodynamic resistance of the clog. Finally, further growth of the clog leads to the smallest 

contribution to the flow decline, even for long clogs, and the fluid velocity is proportional to the inverse 

of the clog length, a characteristic of Darcy’s flow. 

   

II. Materials and methods 

 
The soft lithography methodology used to make our model microfluidic filter and their geometrical 

features are identical to those of used in Delouche et al. [21,22]. Briefly, we design model filters with 

either one pore or several independent pores.  In both cases the particles first flow through a reservoir 

before entering a narrow zone (dimensions 20µmX20µmX310µm) in front of the constriction itself.  This 

constriction has a square cross section with a height and width of 8µm and it is 120µm long.  It is here 

that the clog initially forms and the channel blocks.  

 The two reservoirs are long enough to perform particle tracking and obtain the particles’ velocity using 

a sensitive camera (Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0 v2). We also used a similar model filter for confocal 

imaging and this had a rectangular cross section with the width and height of the pore being 9 and 11µm, 
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respectively. We bond the PDMS channel on a glass slide covered by a thin layer of PDMS to ensure 

that particle-surface colloidal interactions are identical everywhere on the pore surface. The suspension 

is injected in the filter by applying a difference of pressure with a regular pressure controller (Elveflow 

OB1 Mk2 or Fluigent MSFC). A flow sensor (Fluigent, 5% accuracy) is used to determine the 

corresponding flow rates at the beginning of the experiments. Fluid inertia is negligible with Reynolds 

numbers for the different flow conditions always smaller than 10-3. We used either home synthesized 

fluorescent PMMA particles with a 1.8µm diameter and stabilized by a polymer brush  [21] or 1.6µm 

and 3µm PS particles with sulfate groups at their surface bought respectively from Thermofisher (Life, 

USA) and Microparticles GmbH (Germany). We used different aqueous mixture to obtain isodense 

suspension to negate particle sedimentation inside the channel. The distributions of particle size and 

particle type, single particles or aggregates of various sizes, for each suspension are determined during 

“stop and go” experiments  [22]. Such experiments allow us to see that there is 6.7 10-3 % of large 

particles in the 1.6µm PS suspension. The particle size and type distributions of the 1.8µm PMMA are 

provided in Delouche et al.  [21]. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Geometrical features of the single channel experiment. All dimensions are in microns. The channel is 
generally clogged in its narrowest part and the particle velocities are determined in the long reservoir zone just 
upstream of this. 
 

The flow decline corresponds to successive particle depositions within the pore zone. The deposition of 

particles leads to an increase of the hydrodynamic resistance of the channel, and since we work with a 

fixed pressure there is a flow rate decline and a decline in the particle velocity. Unfortunately, regular 

methods like flow meters or the weighing of the liquid that flows out of the filter, are not able to provide 

accurate measurements of such small variations of the flow conditions. To circumvent this issue we 

decided to perform in-silico measurements of the flow rate variation thanks to the velocity of the 

particles. In our flow conditions, with low Reynolds number smaller than 10-3 and Péclet Number 

between 4 105 and 1.8 104, particles follow fluid streamlines and act as flow tracers.  

Flow 
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We are able to track all the particles that flow through the pore with a moderate frame rate of 100 frames 

per second. The determination of the particles velocity is made in the reservoir, upstream of the pore, 

thanks to particle tracking. We also capture the deposition of particles inside the pore by image analysis. 

We calculate the average particle velocity from the instantaneous velocity of 100-2000 particles, 

depending on the particle type, prior to the pore completely blocking while we use only 30-50 particles 

after the pore clogging with a particle volume fraction of the feeding suspension equal to 5 10-4. In this 

latter condition, since we average over a lower number of particles, we also have a lower precision on 

the average particles velocities. The variation of the imposed pressure, which is about 0.2mbar, also 

induces an uncertainty in the particles velocity. These two effects taken together lead to an error in the 

particle velocity of 10µm/s. We determine the flow conditions inside the channel more or less filled with 

particles thanks to finite element software (Comsol). For the clog formed with 3µm PS particles we used 

the positions of the particles inside the clog as determined by bright field microscopy. We have a 

precision of 0.4µm for the particle center in the XY plan, i.e. along the flow direction. We are also able 

to determine the approximate position of the particles along the height of the channel due to the high 

confinement of the 3µm particles within the pore’s 8µm by 8µm cross section. Indeed, there are only two 

to three particle layers along this height, a particle being either close to the top or the bottom horizontal 

surface or somewhere near the middle . We end up with a maximum of 1µm for the particle center along 

the channel height. For the clog formed with 1.8µm PMMA particles we used confocal microscopy to 

obtain a more accurate 3D location of the particle centres with a precision of 50nm. For the 3µm PS and 

the 1.8µm PMMA particles we determine the flow condition each time a new particle deposits in the 

channel, using the steady-state Navier-Stokes model. No-slip boundary conditions are applied on the 

channel walls. We also impose the same pressure gradient used in the experiments and we take into 

account that the fluid viscosity is slightly higher than the water viscosity. We determine the flow rate 

over the entire clogging process in the same cross section, located downstream of the particle 

accumulation, and then calculate the corresponding mean velocity of the fluid in this section. We perform 

the same kind of simulation for the 1.8µm PMMA particles but we add ten particles at a time instead of 

just one before determining the flow conditions across the clog  

 

 

 

III. Results  

A. Flow decline measurements 
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Figure 2: (A) Instantaneous velocity of all the 3µm particles flowing towards the pore with an applied pressure of 
7mbar. (B) Close-up on the clogging transition (dashed rectangle in the left graph). Blue dots correspond to the events 
of particle deposition while the continuous and dashed lines are respectively the average particle velocity and a guide 
of the eyes. The dark dot corresponds to the last particle that effectively blocks the pore. For each image we give the 
number of particles that compose the clog at that moment. (C) Variation of the instantaneous particle velocity for 
1.8µm particles over time, with the same definition for the symbols, the continuous and dashed lines. The applied 
pressure is equal to 3mbar. The first four images labelled with a number correspond to the deposition of an aggregate. 
The term “large aggregate” means that the aggregate is composed of at least three particle. Nineteen individual 
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particles are captured where the clog is formed in addition to a doublet and three large aggregates. (D-E) Evolution of 
the Mean particle velocity for the 1.6µm particle suspension also composed of few larger particles. The applied 
pressure is equal to 3mbar. For each graph the images are related to the continuous line. The dotted line in the left 
corner graph is the continuous line used in the right corner graph and vice and versa. All the scale bars correspond to 
10µm and the image of the complete obstruction of the pore is outlined by a black rectangle. The three stages of the 
flow decline are separated by two vertical dashed lines in B to E. 
 
We first look at the general features of the flow decline during the clogging of a single pore with various 

types of colloidal suspensions. The variation of the flow decline over time is rather similar irrespective 

of the type of suspension and can be separated into three stages (Fig. 2). There is first a sharp decline of 

the flow corresponding to complete obstruction. The shape of the flow decline curve in this step is highly 

dependent on the way the first particles pile up and clog the pore, i.e. particles can be identical (Fig. 2A), 

be a mixture of aggregates and single particles (Fig. 2C) or a mixture of big and small particles (Fig. 2D-

E), all these examples corresponding to most of the common cases seen in real-world  pore clogging. In 

the highest confinement, for the 3µm particles, the progressive narrowing of the pore relies massively on 

the particles captured by at least one wall of the pore, and thus depends mainly on the DLVO particle-

pore wall interactions. For the 1.8µm PMMA colloids, spherical particles are first deposited onto the 

pore surfaces, which then helps in capturing several aggregates and this is enough to obstruct the pore 

and allow sieving of spherical particles [20–21]. During the pore narrowing some edges of the aggregates 

are in contact with the surfaces of the pore while other edges can be in contact with the particles already 

deposited. Therefore the stability of the growing deposits and the clog for 1.8µmm PMMA relies on both 

DLVO interactions among particles and between particles/aggregates and the pore surfaces. For 1.6µm 

PS the pore is mainly blocked by either a big particle, followed by the sieving of smaller particles (Fig. 

2D), or the successive deposition of particles and small aggregates before a big particle joins the deposit 

(Fig. 2E). Only in this latter case are interparticle and particle-surface DLVO interactions responsible of 

the cohesion of the deposits/clog. As in  the case of the 1.8µm PMMA particles, aggregates are mainly 

responsible for the pore clogging for the 1.6µm PS particles since these spherical particles also cannot 

form multilayers. In a second stage there is a limited accumulation of particles in the clog over a length, 

Lclog between 10 and 20µm, corresponding to 1.2-2.5W and this  depends on the composition of 

suspension and the way the clog is formed, in particular the length along the pore over which the deposits 

grows before it  eventually clogs the pore. Even though this limited accumulation corresponds to a couple 

of layers of particles along the pore it has an important contribution to the flow decline. Finally, in the 

third step, the flow keeps decreasing but much less rapidly with the particle accumulation and the 

temporal evolution of the flow almost identical for different trials with the same suspension (Fig. 3A). 

During this step the velocity decrease is inversely proportional to Lclog (Fig. 3B), consistent with Darcy’s 
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law. For a given suspension and a fixed clog length, the corresponding amplitude of the overall flow 

decline is almost constant (Fig. 2D-E), which is also the case when we change the applied pressure of 

the feeding suspension (Fig. 3C).We observe a substantial increase of this amplitude when we use feeding 

suspensions composed of smaller particles (Fig. 2).  

 
Figure 3: (A) Particle velocity decline over time during three clogging experiments with 1.8µm PMMA particles for 
an applied pressure of 15mbar. (B) Variation of the velocity of 2µm PS particles that accumulate at the rear of the clog 
with the Lclog for an applied pressure of 8mbar and in the same pore geometry. The dotted line is a fit of the data 
indicating that the particle velocity is inversely proportional to the length of the clog. (C) Variation of the velocity of 
2µm PS particles scaled by their initial velocity prior to particle deposition in the constriction with time for various 
applied pressure. At T-Tclog= 0 the pore is completely obstructed. 
 
Note that the time scale of the clogging process is mainly fixed by the particle volume fraction of the 

suspension, i.e. the higher the particle concentration the faster the clogging process is for a given 

pore [22]. From all these observations we conclude that most of the flow decline corresponds to the 

blocking of the pore and the early stages of the clog growth while further accumulation of particles only 

leads to a small decrease of the flow conditions. In order to understand why there is such a sharp flow 

decline over the first tens of microns of the clog we use numerical simulations of the flow within the 

forming clog. 

B.  Numerical simulation of the flow in the forming clog 

We perform flow simulation within the forming clog using Comsol to determine the flow variations each 

time a new particle is added to the clog. We use the approximate positions of the particles inside the pore 

obtained from the images of the deposited 3µm PS particle whose velocity decline over time is shown in 

figure 2B. We progressively form the clog, from the first deposited particles up to the end of the 

accumulation process where the clog is composed of forty particles and is about 30µm long. Here, we do 

not want to faithfully reproduce the flow conditions encountered in the experiment but rather study the 

flow inside a realistically structured clog. However, we check that slightly changing the position of the 

particles inside the clog, especially during the complete obstruction of the pore by the first four particles, 
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does not significantly modify the flow decline. Once we add a new particle at the rear of the clog we 

determine the flow velocity across the entire clog (Fig. 4) and also velocity map  its porous structure, in 

several cross sections (Fig. 5). A comparison between the numerical and experimental data is provided 

in figure 6. The overall shape of the fluid velocity decline across the clog as particles deposit inside the 

pore in the numerical simulation is similar to that of the particles velocity in the experiment. However, 

the velocity decline for the fluid is much greater than that of the particles, in particular for the complete 

pore obstruction by the first four particles (Fig. 6). The particle velocity is reduced by only four while 

that of the fluid is reduced  by thirty on the overall accumulation. This difference comes from the fact 

that very few particles are used, sometime only one, to calculate the mean particle velocity in the 

experiment between each particle deposition event. The finite size of the particles is also responsible  for 

the  difference in  the decline amplitude. Indeed, 3µm particles cannot move along streamlines close to 

the wall of the pore, and on  average over a cross section they are going faster than the fluid. 

 
Figure 4: (A) Variation of the average fluid velocity through the clog as particles accumulate in a numerical simulation 
of the clog formation and the flow within it. The average fluid velocity in the pore without any particle inside 
corresponds to the first point of the graph. The pore is clogged when four particles successively deposit, the end of the 
process being outlined by the vertical dashed line. (Inset) Evolution of the fluid velocity with the clog length. The dotted 
lines correspond to the deposition of the twentieth particle from which the fluid velocity varies as the inverse of Lclog 
(continuous line). The three stages that contribute to the flow decline are separated by two dashed lines. (B) Velocity 
map in the 1st clogged cross section of the channel by the successive deposition of four particles, labelled with their 
arrival number.  
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The evolution of the flow decline in the numerical simulation can also be separated into three consecutive 

steps. There is first a sharp decrease of the velocity when the pore is completely obstructed by the 

successive deposition of four particles (Fig. 4B).  

 

Figure 5: (A) Evolution of the flow velocity inside various cross sections (columns) of the entire clog for the deposition 
of the first nineteen particles that compose the clog. Each line corresponds to the deposition of one or two particles. 
(B) Close-up of the first cross section of the pore clogged by four particles. The five dotted rectangles outline the pores 
between the particles through which the fluid has to flow in the first clogged cross section (1st line and 1st column). We 
give the same colour to a pore and the particles that directly modify the flow condition in this pore when they deposit, 
i.e. particles N°5, 10 and 19 are in grey and induce a flow decline in the pore N°1 in A. The 12th and the 13th particles 
have different colours to show that do not contribute directly to the flow decline of any pore of the 1st cross section. 
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This step corresponds to an important reduction of the cross section available for the flow, since the fluid 

has to pass through five pores between the particles and the channel surfaces at the end of the complete 

obstruction of the pore (Fig. 4B). Later on, sixteen particles accumulate, adding 3-4 particles layers at 

the rear of the clog whose total length is equal to 8-9µm. This very limited growth of the clog leads to an 

even more important flow decline than the pore narrowing. Finally, the addition of another twenty 

particles at the rear of the clog results in the half reduction of Q, each particle deposition modifying only 

slightly the flow rate. In this last part of the flow decline, the fluid velocity decreases as the inverse of 

the clog length indicating that there is a Darcy flow across the clog, suggesting that the permeability of 

the clog is constant on average (Fig. 4A, inset). We can conclude that most of the flow decline takes 

place over a clog length equal to the width of the pore. 

 

Figure 6: Variation of the particle velocity and the fluid velocity with the number of deposited particles, respectively 
from the experiments and the numerical simulations. The experimental data are those used in figure 2B. There is no 
deposited particle inside the pore for the first point of the two curves, which gives us the same value for both velocities. 
We also provided images or 3D views of the accumulation as the clog grows from the simulations and bright field 
images from the experiment. The scale bar corresponds to 10µm. 
 
The evolution of the flow decline once the pore is blocked by the deposition of the first four particles can 

be understood by looking at the flow distribution within the forming clog (Fig. 7). As new particles 

accumulate, we hypothesize that a few flow paths that connect both ends of the clog are created with 

most of the fluid flowing through these preferential channels since they have a lower hydrodynamic 

resistance than the other narrower paths. However, at the same time the accumulation of a particle may 
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also block one of these paths or modify their tortuosity, resulting in an increase of the local hydrodynamic 

resistance and also in a partial redistribution of the flow. To illustrate this process we consider the 

variation of mean fluid velocity at the head of the clog, inside the first blocked cross section when new 

particles accumulate. The fluid flows through five pores in this cross section, four of them being in the 

corners while the last one is in the middle (Fig. 5B, inset). We suppose that if low preferential flow paths 

persist and connect both ends of the clog as particles accumulate then the flow will leave the clog head 

via one of these pores. As expected, each time a particle deposits and blocks more or less one of the five 

preferential flow paths the velocity decreases in the corresponding pore identified in this first blocked 

cross section (Fig. 5, first seven lines). Only a part of the flow upstream of the blocking particle, will 

follow the initial flow path, up to the clog head, while the other parts of the flow will be redirected in 

other directions [26] (Fig. 5, line “4” to “9”). Once around twenty particles accumulate, the fluid velocity 

is about the same in each cross section along the channel, meaning that there is no preferential flow path 

anymore at this stage of the clog formation (Fig. 5, line “19”).  

 

Figure 7: (A) 3D representation of a clog composed of 41 particles with a diameter 3µm in a Comsol simulation. The 
position of four slices used in the other parts of this figure (B-D) are outlined. For each of these slices, located at 1.5µm 
(B), 4µm (C), 8µm (D) and 16µm (E) from the clog head, we determine the variation of velocity within its pores as 
particle accumulate at the rear of the slice. We use the same colours in the image of each slice to outline the pores and 
the variation of the fluid velocity inside them as depicted in the graphs. 
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To be more quantitative, we monitor the variations of the fluid velocity inside the pores belonging to four 

cross sections along the clog as particles pile-up (Fig. 7). As long as the number of particles that compose 

the clog is lower than 14-18, the flow inside the clog is rather heterogeneous with the fluid velocity being 

different in each pore of the different cross sections shown in Fig. 7B-C. The sharp velocity decline in 

all the pores of the first two cross sections indicates an important redistribution of fluid in adjacent pores. 

In addition, the particle accumulation leads to a significant decrease of velocity in all the pores. When 

there are more than 20 particles inside the clog the velocity inside the pores of each cross section becomes 

similar and as more particles accumulate it still decreases but much more slowly (Fig. 7B-E). These 

measurements confirm that the accumulation of the first twenty particles leads to an important decay of 

the pore flow velocities due to the closure of the different preferential flow paths that connect both ends 

of the clog. As all these paths are closed there is a redistribution of the flow such that the fluid is forced 

to flow through narrower pores, before leaving the clog, increasing the viscous dissipation and leading 

to a higher flow decline across the entire clog. 

 
C. Clogging transition with 1.8µm particles 

The flow decline associated with the clogging transition is more complicated when the same pore is 

clogged by smaller particles like the 1.8µm PMMA since more particles are involved in the clogging 

process. While most of the flow decline takes place when around twenty particles accumulate inside the 

pore for the 3µm particles we need roughly the same number of objects with the 1.8µm particles just to 

completely block the pore for the first time (Fig. 2C). Thus, we suppose that there is a redistribution of 

flow and closure of low resistance flow paths inside the growing deposit before the channel is effectively 

clogged since there is a sharp velocity decline during this process (Fig. 2C). However, it is very 

challenging to observe such flow redistributions because it requires us to have access to the structure of 

the forming clog as particles deposit, as is seen in the 3µm particles. Instead, we determine the internal 

structure of the clog once it is formed and does not grow anymore, utilizing  confocal imaging and image 

analysis [27,28] to determine the flow conditions within it. Note, for this work we used a model filter 

with different dimensions to those employed in the work described above.  In this case the filter had a 

rectangular cross-section and was slightly wider (9µm) and higher (11µm) which leads to a lower 

confinement with the ratio W/D, where D is the particle size, being two times greater.   We distinguish 

two zones in the clog when we look at the variations of particle volume fraction (PVF) with the clog 
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length that likely correspond to the pore obstruction and the subsequent growth of the clog due to the 

accumulation of particles. The PVF first increases over a distance L equal to 7-8µm that roughly 

corresponds to the width of the pore W (Fig. 8A), while for distance greater than L the PVF becomes 

constant at around 32% (Fig. 8A). We found such an evolution of the PVF along the pore for other clogs 

formed under the same conditions (Fig. 11). 

 

 
Figure 8: (A) Variation of particle volume fraction inside the clog along the length of the clog, Lclog. The Length L, 
equals to 6.5µm, is the distance over which the particle volume fraction first increases, corresponding to the progressive 
obstruction of the pore until its complete clogging. The dashed line corresponds to the mean value of the volume 
fraction equal to 0.32.  (B) Variation of the number of pores within the clog, in successive cross sections separated by 
0.5µm, through which all the fluid (top curve) or half of it flows (bottom curve). (C) Evolution of the median diameter 
of the pores formed by particle accumulation and that of the widest pore in cross sections every 0.5µm along the 
channel. (D) 3D flow paths inside the clog through which half the fluid flows.  
 
As the PVF increases the number of pores between the particles also becomes greater with their median 

size decreasing until they become a bit smaller than the mean particle size at the end of the first zone 

(Fig. 8A-C). The decrease of the mean pore size leads to an increase of the local hydrodynamic resistance, 

likely corresponding to the sharp velocity decline up to the channel obstruction reported in figure 2C. 

These results suggest that the channel is clogged at the cross section located at L since particles cannot 

flow through most of the pores of the deposit (Fig. 8B-C). However, even when the PVF reaches its 
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maximum and becomes constant its value is low enough to have one wide zone in all the cross sections 

along the clog; a zone wide enough to let particles flow through it (Fig. 9A) and inside which, fluid flows 

faster than in the other pores (Fig. 9B). It turns out that these wide zones are not directly connected to 

each other, between adjacent cross sections, i.e., they are not located at the same position in each cross 

section, which ensures that there is no continuous path that the particles can follow to be transported 

across the growing clog (Fig. 9A). Therefore, the clogging process for the 1.8µm particles does not 

correspond to the complete obstruction of a thin cross section of the channel, as it is the case for the 3µm 

particles, but rather to the partial fouling of the channel that spreads over a distance L≈W, thus 

corresponding to the clog head. This partial fouling leads to the formation of three to four paths through 

which 50% of the fluid flows (Fig. 8D). The spatial heterogeneities in the head of the clogs likely comes 

from their composite nature, since they are systematically composed of a mixtures of aggregates, with 

various shapes and sizes, and spherical particles [21,22]. In the second part of the clog, for a clog length 

roughly equal to W, corresponding to the zone where particles start accumulating, the structure of the 

clog is also heterogeneous with noticeable fluctuations in the number of pores and also in  their mean 

size (Fig. 8B-C and Fig.9A). As a consequence, the flow in this part of the clog is heterogeneous with 

50% of the fluid that flows mainly through one wide path while the other 50% flows through ten up to 

fifteen narrower pores (Fig. 8B-D and Fig. 9B, images 10 to 40). On average, this repartition of the flow 

between the pores remains the same all along the clog. We can consider that the permeability of the clog 

is constant and thus we have a Darcy flow through the clog, the flow rate decline being directly linked 

to the length of the clog, as already observed in a similar experiment [24]. The formation of this second 

part of the clog corresponds to the slowest velocity decline in figure 2 (Fig. 2C, from time greater than 4 

min). 
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Figure 9: (A) 6µm thick cross section of the clog starting from the clog head. The side view on the right corner shows 
the colour code associated with the three cross sections that compose the wider cross sections. (B) Fluid velocity map 
in a different cross section of the clogged pore. The position of the cross section in microns from the entrance of the 
clog is reported on the top right corner.  
 
We can perform numerical simulations of the flow across the clog, similar to what we did for the 3µm 

particles even though we do not know how the 1.8µm particles accumulated. However, since we have 

the precise position of each particle within the clog and if we suppose that there is no rearrangement 

during the clog formation, we are able to reconstruct the whole clog through successive steps. At each 

step we add a few particles to the clog and we determine the flow condition though the entire clog. 

However, we do not know when each particle deposits so we decided to add 10 particles at the rear of 

the clog at each step, corresponding on average to a 1.4µm thick cross section. The particles that belong 

to each added section are chosen such that their distances from the rear of the clog are the smallest. 

Therefore, we cannot determine accurately the evolution of fluid velocity in the pores between the 

particles as they deposit, as we did for the 3µm particles in figure 5, but we still have access to the 

variations of the fluid velocity across the growing clog (Fig. 10). We again found that there are three 

contributions to the flow decline. The obstruction of the pores that requires the capture of about forty 

particles, which pile up non-uniformly along a 7µm zone which corresponds to the clog head. In a second 

zone, 8-9µm further inside the clog, there is presumably an important redistribution of the flow paths 

which has a slightly smaller contribution to the flow drop than the clog head. Finally, 16µm from the 
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very head of the clog, we obtain a Darcy like flow with the fluid velocity being inversely proportional to 

the clog length (Fig.10, inset), even though the flow is rather heterogeneous (Fig.8B and D). 

 
Figure 10: Variation of the average fluid velocity through the clog as 1.8µm PMMA particles accumulate in a 
numerical simulation of the clog formation and the flow within it. The average fluid velocity in the channel without 
any particle deposited corresponds to the first point of the graph. The pore is clogged when 38 particles are deposited; 
the end of this process being outlined by the vertical dashed line. The beginning of the part of the clog in which there 
is a Darcy’s flow is indicated by the vertical dotted line, when 138 particles have accumulated in the channel. (Inset) 
Evolution of the fluid velocity with the clog length. The three stages that contribute to the flow decline are separated 
by two dashed lines.  

IV. Conclusion 

We have determined the variation of the flow conditions corresponding to the clogging of a single straight 

pore/channel by colloidal particles, followed by the accumulation of particles at the rear of the clog. We 

have shown that there are three main contributions to the flow decline. Firstly, few particles accumulate 

and block a cross section of the channel which leads to a narrowing of the cross section of the channel 

through which the fluid flows. During this obstruction process the fluid is progressively forced to flow 

through the pores formed by the accumulation of the particles, which become more and more narrow. 

When the channel is completely clogged no particles can flow through it and the mean pore size has 

become smaller than the particle diameter. Such a reduction of the size of the flow cross section 

contributes significantly to the overall flow decline. As expected, the smaller the particles the greater the 

decline in flow as the pores of the clog are smaller  [29]. Thereafter, there is a sieving process of the 

incoming particles. As these accumulate there is a progressive closure of low resistance flow paths that 
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connect the head and the rear of the growing clog. This limited growth of the clog also contributes 

significantly to the flow decline. This process takes place when the length of the clog is still small, around 

10 µm, irrespective of the particle size and which corresponds to the width of the pore. The amplitude of 

the flow decline associated with the formation of these layers is highly dependent on the sizes and shapes 

of the particle that form the clog. The loss of some preferential flow paths forces the fluid to flow through 

more pores that are also narrower, resulting in a higher viscous dissipation and thus to lower flow 

conditions across the clog. More work has to be performed to better quantify the relationship between 

the flow redistribution and the flow drop in this second step.  In the third and final step, for clog lengths 

greater than W-2W, depending on the particle diameter, the flow decline is only due to the increase of the 

clog length. The fluid velocity is inversely proportional to the clog length indicating that we have a Darcy 

like flow through this part of the clog, which thus has a constant permeability even though the flow can 

be quite heterogeneous with a broad distribution of the pore sizes formed by the accumulated particles. 

Therefore, when straight pores are clogged by colloidal particles, with a ratio 2<W/D<10, we can safely 

consider that there is a Darcy’s flow across the particle accumulation from a distance equal to 2W from 

the entrance of the clog. The contribution of this third step to the hydrodynamic resistance of the entire 

clog is much less important than the first two even for long clogs, which is confirmed by our detailed 

analysis of the flow conditions within the clog thanks to numerical simulations for two particle sizes. 

Consequently, these results show unambiguously that the early dynamics of pore clogging has a greater 

impact on the flow decline than the subsequent growth of the clog. We think that our results can be 

applied to real pores, like those that compose filtration membranes or are found in natural porous 

environments, even though these do not look like simple straight channels. As expected there could be 

large variations in the amplitude of the flow decline for real pores whose size and shape of cross section 

are not constant. An interesting extension of this work would be to study the flow inside a growing clog 

when the flow rate rather than the pressure is fixed. In this case, there will be a great challenge in 

measuring the temporal variations of the pressure at the pore scale linked to the particle deposition. We 

also expect that the structure of the clogs partly composed of aggregates will be different, as well as its 

composition and clogging time. Indeed, the available cross section of the pore available for fluid flow 

will decrease as the deposits grow, which will require an increase in the pressure in order to keep the 

flow rate constant. Therefore, erosion or destabilization of the deposit may occur more often [30]. In 

such a case larger aggregates will be more involved in the clogging process since they are more stable 

under flow, i.e they are less likely to be detached by the flow than smaller aggregates [22].  
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Appendix 
 

 
Figure 11: (A) Variation of the particle volume fraction for 20 clogs formed with 1.8µm PMMA particles in the same 
geometry with a width and a height of 9 and 11µm, respectively. (B) Histogram of the size of the head of the clog, L, 
scaled by the width W of the pore.  
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